
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

VSO Software announces the release of a new major version of DVD 

Converter and Blu-ray Converter Ultimate. 
 

TOULOUSE, France (November 15th, 2012) – VSO Software releases today Blu-ray 

Converter Ultimate 2 and DVD Converter 2,  major new versions of their programs to 

convert and burn decrypted Blu-ray videos and DVDs to many formats. 

The new interface adds in simplicity: on top of the existing discriminator that lists the main 

video files, in the right order and supports multi angle formats, an integrated video player 

has been added, with improved support for forced subtitles 

“With the new “one window” display, there’s something for everyone: a very easy software to use, where all 

you need to do is insert the file, choose the output and click on “Convert”, while experienced users will find 

more advanced options available in one click” explains Cedric Van-Dendaele, developer at VSO Software. 

The control over video customization has been taken to a new level with new padding and cropping feature and 

settings to apply different resize filters for upscaling or downscaling. 

The software has also gained in speed with DXVA2 hardware decoding for Intel, Nvidia and ATI graphic cards 

and now allows for simultaneous conversions.  

 The programs offer ultimate quality with the 2-pass conversion option in this new version. As for the technical 

details, the remuxing profiles have been optimized and it is now possible to create custom profiles including 

profiles based on a sample video file (useful for portable devices like phones and pads) and limit the output by 

video bitrate.  

Both software convert to a large selection of outputs: DVD (PAL and NTSC standards, with 

DVD menu), AVI, MKV, Apple profiles (Iphone, Ipad, Apple TV), PS3, Xbox and 

Playstation with various codecs available (H264, DivX, Mpeg2, Mpeg 4, AAC, AC3, 

DTS…). The integrated burning engine enables for burning the conversion to DVD if 

needed. 

Both programs can be downloaded here: http://www.vso-software.fr/download.php 

The free trial includes 10 minute video conversion. 

Blu-ray Converter full version costs 49.99$ and DVD Converter is on sale at 29.99$ 

About the company 

VSO Software is an innovative company located in France (Toulouse). While it started out 

specializing in burning applications, the company has now established itself as a multimedia 

software editor recognized worldwide. VSO Software is dedicated to producing high quality 

software with easy to use programs for users of all levels.  
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